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Abstract

This paper analyzes the effect of Europe’s largest public housing program on socio-economic outcomes for

low-income households. Using lotteries for housing units in the Netherlands and data linking national

registers to application choices, I show that the average move into public housing negatively affects labor

market outcomes and proxies for neighborhood quality, and increases public assistance receipt. However,

consistent with a model of labor supply responses to conditional in-kind transfers, average impacts miss

substantial heterogeneity both across neighborhoods and, within neighborhood, across recipients. Moves

into high-income neighborhoods generate positive effects, which are driven by ‘upward’ moves made by

individuals previously living in low- or middle-income neighborhoods. Lateral and ‘downward’ moves have

the opposite effect. To evaluate whether these results generalize to non-recipients, I develop a model of

application behavior that utilizes panel data on application choices and exploits variation induced by the

housing allocation mechanism. Using the model, I recover the distribution of heterogeneity that drives

selection into and returns from lotteries, and estimate that selection on gains is limited. This suggests that

targeting public housing in high-income neighborhoods based on observable characteristics can increase

economic self-sufficiency.
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1 Introduction

Housing assistance policies targeted at low-income households are used in most high-income countries.

Examples include public housing programs, rent vouchers, and subsidized construction of below-market-

rate housing. In Europe, large-scale subsidized housing programs with generous eligibility requirements

are commonplace.1 In the United States, the federal government spends around $45 billion on housing

assistance annually.2 In addition, local governments in many cities have recently announced plans to

increase the supply of subsidized housing.3 These efforts are accompanied by a reinvigorated policy debate

about the potential of housing assistance as a policy instrument for stimulating upward mobility and

decreasing income inequality. Yet, robust empirical evidence on the efficacy of housing assistance programs

in improving recipients’ economic outcomes is scarce. The few existing studies generally find zero or

negative impacts on labor market outcomes. However, these studies are restricted either to programs

that did not substantially change housing consumption or neighborhood quality, or to programs serving

narrow populations with limited external validity.

This paper analyzes the effect of Europe’s largest public housing program on households’ socio-economic

outcomes, including labor market outcomes, neighborhood and housing quality, and public assistance

receipt. To the best of my knowledge, this paper is the first study of a large-scale public housing program

that uses well-defined exogenous variation to produce causal estimates.4 I exploit three advantages of

the Dutch setting. First, unit-specific lotteries provide exogenous variation to address self-selection into

take-up. Second, substantial heterogeneity in public housing units allows me to study how impacts vary

with housing and neighborhood characteristics. Finally, the allocation of public housing is operationalized

by means of an online platform that potential recipients use to submit applications to unit-specific lotteries.

1E.g., 34% of Dutch households, 26% of Austrian households, and 19% of French households live in subsidized housing, often
referred to as ‘social housing.’ I use the term ‘public housing’ to refer to subsidies that are tied to specific housing units (as
contrasted with rent vouchers which are tied to recipients and are portable across units). See del Pero et al. (2016) for a survey
of housing assistance policies in OECD countries.

2See U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Ways and Means (2016).
3E.g., in 2016, Mayor Bill de Blasio announced ‘Housing New York 2.0,’ a plan that aims to build or preserve 300,000

affordable units by 2026 (City of New York, 2016). Similarly, in 2018, Mayor Sadiq Khan of London announced the ‘London
Housing Strategy,’ which includes a commitment to invest £4.82bn ($6.15bn) in the construction of 116,000 affordable housing
units by 2022 (Mayor of London, 2018).

4Addressing selection on unobservables is particularly important when analyzing the effect of receiving housing assistance,
because decisions about residential moves often coincide with major life events (Desmond, 2012; Humphries et al., 2018), and
because researchers are often not able to observe important confounding factors, for example private information about job
prospects or access to financial support from family members.
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The platform generates detailed panel data on choice behavior, which allows me to jointly analyze ex post

impacts of the policy and ex ante application and take-up behavior.

The analysis in this paper is organized into two parts. In the first part, I develop an empirical

framework for analyzing responses to public housing receipt, relying on randomization generated by

lotteries. This framework addresses the issue that lottery offers are a function of the take-up status of

other applicants by replacing the frequently-used assumption of random assignment of offers with the

weaker assumption that the order in which applicants are given offers is random.5 Under this assumption,

I show that the IV estimator applied to data from a given lottery is nearly unbiased for the effect of

treatment on those who receive assistance (‘compliers’) when the lottery has a large number of applicants.

By averaging across lotteries, it is therefore possible to estimate the average effect on recipients across

lotteries. This parameter corresponds to the expected impact of a policy that marginally expands the

program by adding an additional ‘representative’ lottery. An attractive feature of the framework is that

it naturally extends to the analysis of the impact of housing receipt in a specific neighborhood simply

by restricting attention to lotteries in that neighborhood. Since the policy interpretation carries over to

neighborhood-specific impacts, this allows for a direct comparison of impacts from marginal expansion in

one neighborhood versus another.

The lottery-based estimates have high internal validity, but do not address self-selection into lotteries,

limiting their policy relevance to marginal reforms. In the second part of the paper, I develop a dynamic

discrete choice model of application behavior and leverage the panel data on choice histories to identify

unobserved factors driving selection into and returns from lotteries. An additional source of variation is

provided by random fluctuations in available choices over time. By combining estimates of ex post impacts

with unobservables recovered from ex ante application and take-up behavior, I correct for self-selection of

applicants into lotteries.

The results from the analysis in the first part of the paper show that the average effect on those who

receive public housing is negative and substantial in size for employment and individual and household

earnings, while it is positive for public assistance receipt. These findings are in line with existing work on

U.S. housing vouchers and public housing (Jacob and Ludwig, 2012). In addition, average neighborhood

income and average tax-assessed house value decrease. However, the average impact across lotteries

obscures substantial heterogeneity in the impacts of receiving housing assistance, both across neighborhoods

5The issue has previously been discussed in de Chaisemartin and Behaghel (2017) and is discussed in more detail in Section 3.
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and, within neighborhood, across recipients. In particular, I find that individual and household income

increase for recipients who move to high-income neighborhoods, but decrease for recipients who move

into low-income neighborhoods. Conditioning on baseline neighborhood income shows that the positive

impacts in high-income neighborhoods are driven by impacts on applicants for whom the move represents

an ‘upward’ move in terms of neighborhood income. In contrast, lateral and downward moves have

negative effects for public housing located in all neighborhoods.

Building on labor-supply models used in the public finance literature on in-kind transfers, I lay out a

simple model that rationalizes these results. Specifically, a model in which an agent maximizes utility over

housing, consumption, and leisure predicts that receiving public housing could increase or decrease labor

supply depending on the type and location of the housing, even in the absence of social spillovers, local

labor market frictions, credit constraints, or spatial variation in the price and availability of amenities. In

the absence of such mechanisms, positive labor market responses can be observed after an increase in the

share of the budget spent on housing, if housing and leisure are not near-perfect complements, and the

three goods are normal.6 This model helps motivate why we expect heterogeneous labor-market responses

to public housing as well as why labor market responses have been found to be negative in past work.

In the second part of of the paper I use the dynamic discrete choice model to estimate average

treatment effects by the type of neighborhood in which housing is being offered, and by sub-population.

Specifically, I leverage panel data on individuals’ lottery choices combined with variation in the available

lotteries to evaluate whether individuals’ select into lotteries based on their potential labor market gains.

While I find that latent heterogeneity plays an important role in application behavior and earnings, there

is little evidence of selection on gains based on unobservables. The estimated average treatment effects

are somewhat attenuated, but very similar to the lottery-specific estimates from the first part of the

paper. This implies that, on average, housing in high-income neighborhoods would improve the labor

market outcomes of poorer individuals. Moreover, the model suggests that individuals unlikely to apply to

lotteries in high-income neighborhoods would be likely to accept housing in high-income neighborhoods, if

offered.

6In a similar vein, theoretical work on labor supply responses to unconditional in-kind transfers predicts that the sign of the
effect depends on the extent to which the transfer constrains consumption, and whether it is a complement or a substitute to
leisure. Moffitt (2002) and Currie and Gahvari (2008) survey this literature. While the result does not require location-based
mechanisms, and is therefore implied under very weak requirements on the recipient’s decision-making process, the presence of
such mechanisms is likely to strengthen the prediction of heterogeneous responses to housing assistance depending on both the
neighborhood in which housing is offered, and the characteristics of the recipient.
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Policy implications. My results suggest two take-aways for policy design. First, the negative

sign for the impact of housing assistance across all lotteries suggests that marginally expanding the

Amsterdam program by adding more lotteries would tend to produce negative labor market impacts for

new recipients. However, marginally expanding the program in high-income neighborhoods increases

earnings and employment among those who apply. Beyond Amsterdam, these results suggest that it is

possible to design in-kind transfers in such a way that they increase earnings and stimulate labor force

participation in the short run, something that cash transfers are unlikely to achieve. This finding is out of

step with the general consensus on how public housing affects labor supply, as well as with most empirical

evidence for other types of in-kind transfers (e.g., food stamps, subsidized health care, or job training

programs – see Currie and Gahvari, 2008, and references therein, for an overview).

Second, the heterogeneity in responses across recipients suggests that policies targeting high-quality

housing to high-return individuals could result in large earnings and employment gains. This fact takes

on additional importance because housing assistance programs are almost never entitlements; most

programs operate under fixed budgets which allow only a fraction of the income-eligible population to be

served.7 The results in this paper also suggest specific observable characteristics on which to target. In

particular, individuals living in low- and middle-income neighborhoods benefit from being offered housing

in high-income neighborhoods.

Contribution to the literature. The findings in this paper contribute to several strands of the

economics literature. First and primarily, they contribute to a body of research that studies the effects of

housing assistance on socio-economic outcomes for low-income households. The existing experimental

evidence in this area is based on a small number of experiments, and existing studies are limited in terms

of the study population, in the type of housing assistance provided, or both. Several studies evaluate

programs that provide low-quality housing (e.g., U.S. public housing studied in Jacob et al., 2015),

programs that lead to individuals relocating far from economic activity in city centers (e.g., the housing

program studied in Barnhardt et al., 2016), or assistance that did not demonstrably change housing or

neighborhood quality (e.g., Jacob and Ludwig, 2012, who find no evidence of changes in neighborhood

characteristics as a result of voucher receipt). A different set of studies evaluates assistance provided to

narrow and highly pre-selected populations. For example, the population for the Moving to Opportunity

7In the U.S., for example, only one in four income-eligible households receives a form of housing assistance (JCHS, 2015),
with a complex web of eligibility rules and rationing systems determining who receives assistance.
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experiment consisted of families living in public housing, the vast majority of which were single mothers

(Kling et al., 2004; Ludwig et al., 2013). Similarly, the Welfare to Work Voucher experiment focused on

those already on welfare (Mills et al., 2006), and the Family Options study focused on homeless individuals

(Gubits et al., 2016). Therefore, while these experiments each have high internal validity, they potentially

have limited external validity. These studies generally find zero or negative effects of housing assistance

on labor market outcomes.8 9

This paper considers a new quasi-experimental setting: lotteries conducted as part of a centralized

housing allocation system in the Amsterdam metropolitan area. The lotteries allocate housing across a

wide spectrum of housing and neighborhood quality, and they are conducted under generous eligibility

requirements. Combined with rich information on applicants’ background characteristics and choice

behavior, these features strengthen external validity of the findings and allow for detailed study of effect

heterogeneity. My results confirm the idea that heterogeneity across types of assistance, as well as

heterogeneity in responses to the same type of treatment across recipients, are indeed very important in

assessing and understanding the efficacy of housing assistance programs.

Second, this paper is related to the literature on in-kind transfers and labor supply. Theoretical work

on labor supply responses to in-kind transfers predicts that the sign of the effect depends on the extent

to which the transfer constrains consumption, and whether it is a complement or a substitute to leisure

(Murray, 1980; Leonesio, 1988; Gahvari, 1994; Shroder, 2002). The model in Section 2.2 builds on this

literature, which is surveyed in Moffitt (2002) and Currie and Gahvari (2008). The latter note that, across

all types of in-kind transfers, short-run effects on labor supply are often negative. My results suggest that

it is possible to design in-kind transfers in such a way that they stimulate labor supply in the short run,

something that theory predicts cash transfers are unlikely to achieve.

Third, in a broad sense, this paper is related to a literature that uses lotteries or cutoffs embedded

in rationing mechanisms for publicly-provided goods to evaluate the impact of public programs.10 It

contributes to this literature by developing a framework that addresses endogeneity of the offer process,

8While the evidence for adult economic outcomes is inconclusive or negative (Ludwig et al., 2013), there is empirical evidence
of positive long-run effects on the labor-market outcomes of children of recipients of public housing (Currie and Yelowitz, 2000)
and vouchers (Chetty et al., 2016; Chyn, 2016).

9See Collinson et al. (2015) and references therein for an overview of empirical research on U.S. housing assistance policies.
10The primary example in the literature is allocation of seats in education settings, e.g., Hoxby and Murarka (2009); Angrist

et al. (2010); Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2011); Deming (2011a); Dobbie and Fryer Jr. (2011); Hastings et al. (2012); Dobbie and
Fryer Jr. (2013); Deming (2011b); Deming et al. (2014); Dobbie and Fryer Jr. (2015); Davis and Heller (2017); Cohodes (2016);
Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2016a); Kirkeboen et al. (2016); Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2016b); Angrist et al. (Forthcoming); Walters
(2018). See also Chabrier et al. (2016) and references therein.
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which is typically assumed to be exogenous – an assumption that is violated when offers are made until a

pre-determined number of slots is filled (as is typically the case with publicly-provided goods and services).

The ideas discussed in the development of this framework are potentially relevant for a class of important

allocation mechanisms, including mechanisms for allocating seats in education settings, allocation of donor

organs, slots in job training programs, or slots in medical trials.

Fourth, this paper is methodologically related to studies that use external ‘measurement systems’ or

observed choice behavior to directly model latent heterogeneity that drives correlations between choices

and outcomes.11 Within this collection of work, a closely related paper is Walters (2018), which, like

this paper, uses a model of application behavior and a control function approach (Heckman, 1979) to

strengthen the external validity of lottery-based estimates of treatment on the treated.

Organization. Section 2 of this paper describes Amsterdam’s institutional environment and provides

details on the housing lotteries and their implementation using an online platform. This section then

discusses the expected impact of moving into public housing and the expected patterns of selection

into lotteries. Section 3 lays out the research design and its implementation. Section 4 presents main

results and documents how these results vary across neighborhoods and applicants. Section 5 develops a

choice model which is used to construct average treatment effects and policy counterfactuals, and reports

estimation results. Section 6 concludes.

2 The housing program and its expected impacts

This section provides details on the institutional environment of the public housing program and the

details of the allocation system that are relevant for the research design. I then turn to a discussion of

theory-based predictions on how the impact of take-up on consumption and labor-supply decisions will

vary, depending on both the housing unit offered and the recipient’s characteristics.

2.1 Public housing in Amsterdam

The Amsterdam housing market. The Netherlands has the largest public housing program in

the European Union, providing housing to about a third of the population. In Amsterdam, 46% of the

11E.g., Carneiro et al. (2003); Heckman et al. (2006); Cunha and Heckman (2008); Heckman et al. (2016).
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housing market consists of public housing. The type of housing ranges from high-rise apartment buildings

located far from city centers to apartments in high-rent urban areas.12 Moreover, eligibility requirements

for the program are generous: income eligibility cutoffs are set at approximately household size-adjusted

median income. As a result, the program serves both households for whom the main source of income is

welfare receipt, and households with labor income in the lower half of the income distribution. In terms

of its target population, the program is therefore comparable to affordable housing initiatives in U.S.

cities, which aim to serve both the very poor and low- to middle-income families, and it has overlap with

the U.S. housing voucher applicant population. It is also comparable to the large-scale public housing

programs in Sweden, Denmark, Austria, France, and the United Kingdom (OECD, 2016).

Turnover of public housing in the Amsterdam metropolitan area is very low, and the wait list system

that is used to allocate the vast majority of public housing units has resulted in expected wait times

(conditional on receipt) upwards of 12 years. The local government has responded to this situation

by administering housing lotteries for a small fraction of newly vacant units, under the rationale that

eligible households that have not been on the wait list for several years should also have access to housing

assistance. Applicants to these lotteries have an equal chance of receiving an offer of housing, regardless

of how much time has passed since their enrollment in the wait list. This paper relies exclusively on

such lotteries – the details of which are formalized in section 3.1 – to motivate the research design for

measuring causal effects of housing receipt.

Allocation mechanism and operationalization using online platform. Housing units be-

come available when an occupant decides to move out and when units are newly constructed. After a unit

becomes available, it is listed on an online platform, along with pictures of the unit and details including

size, number of rooms, address, floor, eligibility restrictions (if any), and monthly rental price. Appendix

A.1 contains a screenshot of the online platform’s user interface. Potential tenants can submit up to two

electronic applications per application period (i.e. per week), and can only do so after signing in to the

platform with a personalized account. After the application period ends, applicants to a given unit are

assigned a random number that determines the order in which the unit will be offered to them. The offer

process continues until someone accepts the unit. Applicants who do not receive an offer and those who

reject an offer face no restrictions to participation in future application periods.

12This dispersion over a large and heterogeneous set of neighborhoods is the result of requirements set by local government to
maintain a minimum share of public housing in every neighborhood.
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Data generated by the online platform and linkage to administrative data. The analysis

in this paper combines confidential data sets originating from two institutional sources: application data

provided by the associations that maintain and distribute public housing in the Amsterdam metropolitan

region, and administrative data from Statistics Netherlands, the national statistical agency. Statistics

Netherlands relies on other government agencies for data collection. For example, address histories are

derived from municipal registers, data on individuals’ annual earnings is derived from tax returns, and data

on public assistance receipt is derived from the agencies responsible for distribution of such assistance. Data

linkage experts at Statistics Netherlands performed the linkage between the newly-collected application

data and their previously-held data collection. For individuals, the linkage was implemented based on date

of birth, gender, and address. To link housing units to administrative data on building and neighborhood

characteristics, a linkage was performed based on address. This process resulted in a high-quality linked

data set where the match rate for individuals was around 96%. For units, it was around 99%. For the

analysis sample, I follow Jacob and Ludwig (2012), and include only working-age, able-bodied adults.

Further details on data sources, sample selection, and linkage are provided in Appendix C.1.

Conceptualizing treatment and counterfactual. In order to interpret the empirical results and

connect them to predictions from a simple economic model, it is important to understand what changes

mechanically when an applicant receives an offer of housing, as well as his counterfactual situation.

Receiving an offer of housing assistance in a given lottery constitutes the right to rent the specific

housing unit allocated in that lottery at a price below the market rate. The monthly rental price of the

unit is partly pegged to the market rent price, up to a rent ceiling.13 For this reason, subsidized units in

areas with higher market rents also have higher controlled rents.

Figure 1 illustrates the lottery process for a given lottery. The probability of receiving an offer in any

lottery is very low. For applicants who don’t receive an offer in a given lottery and who choose to re-apply,

the possibility of receiving an offer in a future lottery is therefore a near-negligible determinant of their

counterfactual outcome. For this reason, we may be inclined to interpret the treatment effects reported in

this paper as describing the effect of assistance receipt versus no receipt throughout the period of analysis.

However, because individuals who do not receive lottery offers may also obtain public housing through

the simultaneously-operated wait list, the results in this paper may still be thought to be subject to

13The rent price is a function of the unit’s tax-assessed value, which in turn is estimated using recent transactions of similar
units in the same area.
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Figure 1: The lottery process.

Lottery 

application

Offer Reject

Accept

No offer

Stop applying

Re-apply

0.25%

99.75%

70%

30%

26% 74%

19%

81%

Notes: The figure illustrates the process of applying to a housing lottery. Probabilities are calculated by averaging sample
frequencies across lotteries in the sample used for analysis. Upon application, the applicant may or may not receive an offer
for the specific housing unit offered in the lottery, which he may choose to accept or reject. Upon rejection, the applicant
may choose to apply to other lotteries without restriction, and, as shown in the figure, in practice the majority of applicants
do so. To determine re-application probabilities, I omit applications made in the three weeks after the application period
for the current lottery ends. This is the median length of time it takes for the the rent contract to be signed, and in practice
applicants will often continue applying until they have signed the contract for a unit that was offered to them.

some ‘substitution bias’ through that channel. Table 5 in Appendix A.2 shows that substitution through

the wait list is observed for a larger but still relatively small fraction of individuals, mostly due to the

fact that the wait list is highly over-subscribed, and most lottery applicants have not reached the point

where they can expect to successfully apply to housing units allocated through the wait list. Moreover,

there is no evidence of differential substitution rates across lotteries in different neighborhoods, which

would complicate a comparison of effects across neighborhoods. I therefore propose that the treatment

effects reported in this paper are interpreted as by and large determined by the impact of receiving

housing assistance versus not receiving housing assistance, at least for the duration of the time over which

outcomes are measured.

2.2 Expected impacts

Expected impacts of housing assistance receipt. As noted above, a distinguishing feature of

the Dutch housing program is the fact that the neighborhoods in which public units are located are

very heterogeneous. Due to generous eligibility requirements, applicants are also very heterogeneous,

for example in terms of current living situation and in baseline economic outcomes. Combined, these

two facts imply that housing lotteries can induce large changes in housing consumption. Moreover, the
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program is likely to induce both ‘upward’ and ‘downward’ transitions. It follows that studying the average

transition may obscure important heterogeneity in the effect of the treatment.

Figure 2 illustrates this point. The top panel shows average neighborhood income over time for

applicants who did and did not receive an offer. This panel shows that individuals tend to move into

poorer neighborhood upon receiving public housing. The second panel adds two additional comparisons

by splitting up applicants applying to housing in low-income neighborhoods and applicants applying to

housing in high-income neighborhoods. This panel clearly shows that treatment is heterogeneous across

lotteries: lotteries for housing in high-income neighborhoods tend to induce ‘upward’ moves, while lotteries

for housing in low-income neighborhoods induce ‘downward’ moves.

Economic theory predicts that recipients will have different consumption and labor-supply responses

to public housing receipt, depending on the type of transition it represents. From the perspective of the

recipient, receiving an offer of public housing translates into changes to his economic incentives in two

ways. First, by affecting the shape of the budget constraint, public housing receipt can cause changes

in consumption and labor supply decisions.14 Second, public housing receipt induces a residential move,

which may come with costs or benefits such as moving costs, changes in commuting costs, changes in

access to job opportunities, or social spillovers.

Consider a stylized utility-maximization model where agents solve:

max
H,C,L

U(H,C,L) s.t. wT = wL+ phH + pcC,

where L is leisure, H is housing, C is consumption, and T is the agent’s time endowment. Similarly, w

is the wage rate, ph is the price of a unit of housing, and pc is the price of a unit of other consumption.

14This channel is similar to the channel through which in-kind transfers are usually modelled to influence labor supply, but
with the distinguishing feature that housing is typically a substantial share of household expenditure. For that reason, housing
assistance is likely to alter consumption of housing and other goods post-receipt, in contrast to other forms of in-kind transfers
(for example, food stamps).
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Figure 2: Heterogeneity in lottery-induced moves.

(a) On average, across lotteries.
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(b) Lotteries in high-income vs. low-income neighborhoods.
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Notes: Year 0 is the year in which the lottery was administered. Neighborhood average income is in 2015 USD. Neighborhood
definitions follow administrative boundaries as determined by Statistics Netherlands. Neighborhoods are comparable in
population size to U.S. Census tract definitions. High-income neighborhoods are neighborhoods with average income in
the top quartile. Low-income neighborhoods are neighborhoods with average income in the bottom quartile. Dashed lines
show the trends for applicants who do not receive housing, while solid lines show the trends for those who receive housing
through the lottery. Shaded areas are 90% confidence intervals.
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Being offered a public housing unit gives agents the option to consume public housing Hs at subsidized

price p̃h, where p̃h < ph.

max
C,L

U(Hs, C, L) s.t. wT = wL+ p̃hHs + pcC.

While all housing units are subsidized, the quality of the housing (i.e. the amount of Hs) varies substantially

from lottery to lottery. As a result, the budget share spent on housing could increase (p̃hHs > phH) or

decrease (p̃hHs < phH) depending on the housing offered. In the case where the budget share goes up,

the share spent on other goods (wL+ pcC) must go down by (p̃hHs − phH). This point is illustrated in

Figure 3, where the top figure shows a hypothetical agent’s budget constraint and indifference curve for

housing consumption and all other consumption. The figure shows an agent’s initial choice of housing

and other goods (point A), as well as two new alternative consumption bundles involving public housing.

Point B shows the agent receiving an offer for a low-quality house where the total budget share spent

on housing decreases and, as a result, consumption of other goods increases. Point C shows the agent

receiving an offer for a high-quality house where total budget share spent on housing increases and, as

a result, non-housing consumption must decrease. In both cases the agent is better off, but the two

treatments have opposite implications for how consumption of other goods must change.15

The bottom two panels in Figure 3 show how non-housing consumption and leisure could hypothetically

change if the agent moved from A to B (left plot) or from A to C (right plot). If the agent moves into house

B, the budget share spent on housing decreases and thus remaining budget for non-housing consumption

and leisure increases and the budget constraint shifts out. In contrast, if the agent moves into house

C, their budget constraint for non-housing consumption and leisure shifts in. As illustrated in Figure

3, agents decrease (increase) both leisure and non-housing consumption when the budget constraint

shifts in (out), but this is not the only possible response. While the combined consumption of C and L

must decrease in response to an inward shift of the budget constraint, the size of the reduction in C or

L will depend on (1) whether C and L are normal goods and (2) whether C and L are substitutes or

complements to H. In particular, leisure will fall when the budget constraint shifts inwards, except in the

case where either leisure and housing are highly complementary goods or leisure is an extremely inferior

good.

15Note that the agent cannot simply choose a new optimal bundle of housing and other goods after the housing subsidy is in
place, as subsidies are tied to specific units.
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Figure 3: The effect of public housing receipt on non-housing consumption and leisure.
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Notes: Top figure shows the utility curve and budget constraint for a hypothetical recipient comparing housing consumption
and all other consumption where prior to receiving housing the agent chooses to consume at point A. The hypothetical
agent is then offered one of two houses B and C, both of which are preferred to A. The bottom left figure shows how the
constrained optimization between non-housing consumption and leisure would change if the agent accepted house B, while
the bottom right figure shows how this optimization problem changes after accepting house C.

Next, consider the case where public housing may additionally provide better labor market opportunities

by moving the agent into a different neighborhood. Assume that p̃hHs > phH, but that by accepting

public housing, wage changes to wp > w. Now the impact on the budget available for leisure and

consumption is ambiguous as the overall budget increases by (wp − w)T while the share spent on housing

increases by p̃hHs− phH. In the case where the overall budget left for consumption and housing decreases

((wp − w)T < p̃hHs − phH), the same results apply as before, but with the additional result that leisure

has become more expensive, causing the recipient to further reduce leisure.
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Expected patterns of selection into lotteries. The discussion above traced out theoretical

predictions on labor-supply and consumption responses to an offer of public housing. Yet, both of the

cases considered in the discussion above are cases where the agent receiving the offer prefers accepting

public housing over his current bundle of consumption. Potential applicants in the Amsterdam housing

lotteries will not in general prefer all of the public housing units over their current consumption bundle.

Moreover, the rules of the allocation system specify that they can participate in at most two lotteries

per week (see Section 2.1). For these reasons, potential applicants repeatedly self-select into lotteries

among the available options. Both of these factors make it unlikely that selection into lotteries will be ‘as

good as random.’ This complicates use of the model laid out above for the interpretation of lottery-based

estimates of the effect of receiving public housing.

Indeed, Figure 2 clearly shows that there is strong selection on level into lotteries for housing in

different neighborhoods, with applicants to lotteries in low-income neighborhoods having lower baseline

neighborhood income than applicants to lotteries in high-income neighborhoods. This suggests that there

may be further observed or unobserved differences between these applicant pools. In the context of the

simple model above, these sorting patterns could arise from agents with stronger preferences for leisure

or non-housing consumption choosing to apply for housing in lower-income neighborhoods (which have

lower rent prices). Similarly, agents with lower wage rates (and thus smaller overall budgets) will apply

for housing in lower-income neighborhoods if the three goods are complements, as low earners would

have to commit too large of a share of their budget to housing if they moved into a subsidized unit in a

high-income neighborhood.

The lottery mechanism also creates strategic incentives for those in more immediate need of housing

to apply to lotteries in which they are more likely to receive an offer. As shown in Figure 4, lotteries

for housing in low-income neighborhoods receive substantially fewer applications than lotteries in high

income neighborhoods,regardless of the size of the housing unit. Thus, individuals currently living in

low-income neighborhoods may strategically apply to lotteries in low-income neighborhoods if they are in

higher need of housing.
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Figure 4: Strategic incentives in the application decision.
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Notes: This figure shows the average number of applications by neighborhood income for the housing unit being allocated.
The left-most cluster of bars shows the average number of applicants across all types of apartments, by neighborhood-income
bin. The three additional groups of bars show the same quantities, conditional on the number of rooms in the housing unit
up for lottery.

Summary of model predictions. The discussion above generated three theoretical predictions.

First, the same person may respond to being offered housing that he prefers over his current situation by

increasing or decreasing his labor supply, depending on the type of housing he is offered. In particular,

if housing receipt lowers the share of the budget spent on rent, it will have a different effect on leisure

decisions than if it increases the share of the budget spent on rent. Under mild requirements on the

recipient’s utility function, we would expect a positive labor-supply response when the share of the budget

spent on rent increases and a negative labor-supply response when it decreases. To the extent that ‘upward’

(‘downward’) moves correspond to increases (decreases) in budget shares spent on rent, we would therefore

expect these moves to have a positive (negative) impact on labor supply. Second, different people may have

opposite labor supply responses to being offered the same house depending on their wage rate, preferences

over leisure and non-housing consumption, and whether agents have different complementarities between

housing consumption and leisure. Finally, different people may select into different lotteries depending on

their preferences over neighborhoods, their wage rates, and their preferences over housing and non-housing

consumption. People may also select into different housing based on their current need for stable housing

arrangements as different lotteries will have different probabilities of receiving an offer.

3 Research design and implementation

In this section, I develop an empirical framework for using the lotteries embedded in Amsterdam’s

centralized assignment system to identify and estimate the effect of moving into public housing on those
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who would take up assistance if offered (‘compliers’). This framework accounts for non-compliance with

offers of assistance, and for the issue that lottery offers are a function of the take-up status of other

applicants.

3.1 Empirical framework

Consider a setting with lotteries indexed by j, and applicants to lottery j indexed by i. For a given lottery

j, let Nj be the number of applicants, let Zij be an indicator for applicant i receiving an offer in lottery j,

let Dij(z), for z ∈ {0, 1}, be an indicator for treatment of applicant i given offer receipt, and let Yij(d), for

d ∈ {0, 1}, denote potential outcomes for applicant i given treatment status. Let Dij be an indicator for

the observed treatment status of applicant i to lottery j, i.e., Dij = Dij(1)Zij +Dij(0)(1−Zij). Similarly,

let Yij be the observed outcome of interest for applicant i in lottery j, i.e., Yij = Yij(1)Dij +Yij(0)(1−Dij).

In this type of setting, researchers often take a two-stage least-squares approach to evaluating causal

treatment effects, where the first- and second-stage equations take the form:

Dij = γ + δZij + Ljρ+ νij , (1)

Yij = α+ βDij + Ljπ + εij . (2)

Here, Lj is a fixed effect for lottery j.

The identifying assumption frequently adopted in this context is the assumption of random assignment

of offers. Letting Zj = (Zij)i∈{1,..,Nj}, this assumption can be formally stated as

(Dij(0), Dij(1), Yij(0), Yij(1))i∈{1,..,Nj} ⊥⊥ Zj ∀j.

However, because the offer process in lottery j ends once the unit has been accepted, offer assignment

status for the ith applicant in lottery j is a function of both his own priority in the random order in

which offers are made, and the complier status of those who were randomly assigned a higher priority. To

operationalize the offer process, suppose that applicants in lottery j are assigned a random number that

determines the order in which the housing unit will be offered. Let Pij denote the position of applicant i

in the order. I will refer to Pij as i’s priority. For example, Pij = 1 means applicant i will be the first to

be offered the unit, Pij = 2 means applicant i will be offered the unit if the applicant who was assigned
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first priority declines, and so on. Let Pj collect the Pij in a vector.

From the discussion above it follows that Zij equals one for all applicants assigned a priority higher

than or equal to the complier assigned the highest priority, and zero otherwise:16

Zj =

(
1{Pij ≤ min

k∈{1,..,Nj}:Dkj(1)=1
{Pkj}}

)
i∈{1,..,Nj}

.

It is clear that random assignment of offers is not satisfied in this setting, because Zj is a function of

Dj(1), the random vector that stacks complier status for applicants to lottery j. This violation of random

assignment of offers will bias the usual estimators of the intent-to-treat parameter and the probability of

take-up given an offer, even in samples with large applicant pools, or settings where treatment effects

are assumed constant across recipients but with selection on levels. This issue has been pointed out and

discussed in detail in de Chaisemartin and Behaghel (2017). The authors propose an approach to causal

inference that is not feasible in the current setting, because it requires each lottery to allocate at least

two seats, whereas the lotteries in the current setting allocate a single unit. Hence, I propose a different

approach that replaces the assumption of random assignment of offers with the assumption of random

assignment of priority.

Assumption 3.1 (Random assignment of priority). (Dij(0), Dij(1), Yij(0), Yij(1))i∈{1..Nj} ⊥⊥ Pj ∀j.

By construction, Pj is a randomly drawn element from the set of permutations of (1, .., Nj). Assumption

3.1 is therefore satisfied. Table 1 reports empirical tests of the assumption. Under the null hypothesis of

random assignment, demographics and past application behavior cannot be used to predict whether a

given applicant will be assigned in a given priority position. To test this hypothesis across all lotteries, I

consider whether covariates can predict priority after controlling for lottery fixed effects. The results from

this exercise, reported in Table 1 (columns 1-3), show no evidence of a statistically significant relationship

between observed covariates and applicants being assigned first, second, or third priority.

In addition to random assignment of priority I rely on a relevance condition that is standard in

instrumental-variable frameworks. Specifically, receiving an offer must impact individuals’ probability of

moving into the unit.

Assumption 3.2 (Relevance). P (Dij(1) 6= Dij(0)) > 0 ∀i, j.

16This definition implicitly assumes that lottery j has at least one complier, an assumption that holds in my empirical setting.

In the remaining discussion, I implicitly assume this is true for every lottery, i.e.
∑Nj

j=1Dij(1) > 0 ∀j.
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Table 1 provides results of empirical tests of Assumption 3.2, showing that it is convincingly satisfied

with a statistically significant first-stage of a 0.593, which implies 60% of the first offers are accepted.

As in other instrumental-variable frameworks, interpretation of results requires a monotonicity as-

sumption.

Assumption 3.3 (One-sided non-compliance). Dij(0) = 0.

Because applicants cannot move into housing for which they have not received an offer, my setting permits

only one-sided non-compliance. Assumption 3.3 is therefore satisfied. The assumption rules out the

existence of ‘always-takers’ (those who would take up treatment even if it is not offered to them). Yet, it

still leaves substantial room for non-compliance, as individuals who are offered housing may choose to

decline. Indeed, the data clearly shows imperfect take-up of lottery offers; Table 1 shows that compliance

by those who are assigned first priority is about 60%.

3.2 Causal inference under random assignment of priority

In this section I show that the causal effect of treatment on compliers for a given lottery is identified up

to a bias term that vanishes with the size of the applicant pool. I then argue that estimation can be

implemented using a simple approach that is common in the literature.

Consider a single lottery j. Let Oj denote the number of offers for that lottery before someone accepts

the housing unit, i.e., Oj =
∑Nj

i=1 Zij . Assume that potential outcomes and complier status for applicants

to the lottery are sampled i.i.d. according to a distribution Fj , and that the fraction of compliers in the

pool of applicants in expectation is always ρj , regardless of sample size. The parameter of interest is the

average effect of treatment on compliers, which I denote by ∆j :

∆j :=

∫
[Yj(1)− Yj(0)] dFj | Dj(1)=1.

Finally, define

∆̂j,Nj :=

Nj∑
i=1

YijZij − Oj

Nj−Oj

Nj∑
i=1

Yij (1− Zij) . (3)

This is the within-lottery Wald estimator.17 The following proposition states that the Wald estimator is

17I derive this expression in Appendix B.1.
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asymptotically unbiased for ∆j as the size of the applicant pool grows large.18 This essentially restores

our ability to use lottery-specific contrasts between treated and untreated individuals to identify causal

effects, at least up to a ‘small’ bias term.19

Proposition 3.1. Under Assumptions (3.1)–(3.3),

lim
Nj→∞

E
[
∆̂j,Nj

]
= ∆j .

Proof. See Appendix section B.2.

This result is not immediately obvious. Intuition is helped by two observations. First, for finite

applicant pools, offer assignment is determined by first drawing a permutation of applicant labels and

then offering treatment in the order determined by the permutation until someone accepts. As the size of

the applicant pool grows, while keeping the fraction of compliers constant, this process becomes similar

to offering treatment to individuals drawn at random and with replacement from the population, until

someone accepts. For large applicant pools, the number of offers therefore follows a geometric distribution

with its parameter equal to the fraction of compliers in the pool. Second, drawing with replacement

until a complier is drawn in expectation generates the same number of compliers (one) as a two-step

process where the number of offers is first determined by a realization of the geometric distribution, and

then offering treatment to that number of applicants at random. The number of non-zero terms in the

first sum appearing in equation (3) is determined according to the geometric sampling process, while the

second term weights outcomes in the control group so as to represent a randomly drawn group of size Oj .

Thus, the estimator mimics a difference in sample means, where the means are weighted to have the same

effective size, and are generated according to two sampling processes that each draw a single complier in

expectation.20

I now discuss how this result can be used as a building block for characterizing the estimand for a

frequently-used approach to pooling lotteries. Let N := minj Nj , and let β̂N be the two-stage least-squares

18The expectation in Proposition 3.1 is shorthand notation for the expectation over the distribution of Pj | Nj . I.e.,

E
[
∆̂j,Nj

]
=
∫

∆̂j,NjdGj,Nj , where Gj,Nj denotes the CDF of the permutation distribution of Pj | Nj .

19It may be possible to derive tight bounds on the identified set and develop bias reduction techniques, based on the expression
for the bias term developed in the proof to Proposition 3.1. This falls outside the scope of the current paper.

20Note that, following the same logic, we could have constructed an unbiased estimator that uses Oj randomly drawn
observations for the ‘control group term’ in equation (3). However, the proposed estimator makes more efficient use of the
available data.
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estimator that corresponds to the model in (1)–(2), for a fixed number of lotteries J .

Corollary 3.2. Under Assumptions (3.1)–(3.3),

lim
N→∞

E
[
β̂N

]
= 1

J

J∑
j=1

∆j .

Proof. See Appendix section B.3.

Corollary 3.2 characterizes the two-stage least-squares estimand from model (1)–(2) as approximating

the equally-weighted average of lottery-specific effects of treatment on the treated. This result is useful

for three reasons. First, it shows that despite the endogeneity of the offer process, causal inference is still

possible.21 Second, it states that the estimand has a clear economic interpretation, corresponding to a

feasible program change that is of direct interest to policy makers.

Third, the estimand can be constructed for a sub-sample of lotteries and interpreted as the effect on

a randomly drawn complier in the average lottery from that sub-sample. For some sub-samples, such

as lotteries from a particular neighborhood, this directly corresponds to a policy, such as a marginal

increase in the number of lotteries in a given neighborhood. It also provides us with neighborhood-specific

parameters that are directly comparable, as the estimands have equal weights, rather than weights that

are difficult to interpret and vary across sub-samples of lotteries.

21But note that, while the Wald estimator becomes unbiased as the applicant pool grows large, it is not true that the numerator
provides an unbiased estimate of the intent-to-treat parameter even in the limit, nor does the denominator provide an unbiased
estimator of the first-stage probability of offer take-up.
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Table 1: Testing for random assignment of priority and relevance.

Dependent variables Explanatory variables

1st priority 2nd priority 3rd priority Take-up Mean St. Dev.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1st priority 0.5929*** 0.0015 0.039
(0.0184)

2nd priority 0.1900*** 0.0015 0.039
(0.0147)

3rd priority 0.1032*** 0.0015 0.039
(0.0115)

I. Demographics

Male 0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0000 0.495 0.5
(0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0001)

Age -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 29.522 7.755
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

Foreign born 0.0000 0.0002 0.0002 0.351 0.477
(0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0002)

Second gen. immigrant -0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.387 0.487
(0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001)

HH size 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 2.71 19.34
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

II. Housing and neighborhood characteristics at time of application

NH average income 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 37,136 8,859
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

NH fraction non-western 0.0005 0.0004 -0.0005 0.236 0.164
(0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0004)

NH fraction low-income -0.0002 -0.0006 0.0012 0.208 0.045
(0.0015) (0.0015) (0.0015)

III. Labor market and residential mobility history

Personal labor income 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 16,252 14,826
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

Personal total income -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 20,375 13,045
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

HH labor income per adult 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 16,751 15,242
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

HH total income per adult -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 21,003 13,479
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

Employed 0.0000 -0.0002 -0.0000 0.493 0.500
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Residential move, t− 1 -0.0001 0.0001 -0.0001 0.270 0.444
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

Residential move, t− 2 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0000 0.262 0.440
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

F-stat for joint test 0.5260 0.7911 0.6576 1,039
p-value 0.9354 0.6975 0.8380 0.0000

Lottery FE

N 452,014 452,014 452,014 470,172 470,172 470,172

Notes: The first three columns show the coefficients from a regression of demographics, prior neighborhood characteristics,
and prior labor market and residential mobility outcomes on the probability of being assigned first, second, or third priority
in a given lottery. This provides evidence that ran is randomly assigned. The fourth column regresses take-up of treatment
(i.e. moving into a lotteried unit) on indicators for being given first, second, or third priority and controls. The statistically
significant coefficients and large F-statistic provide evidence that assigned rank is relevant. The F-statistics are reported for
the model after projecting out lottery fixed effects. The F-statistic for the take-up regression (model (4)) is computed for the
regression with ‘1st priority’ as the dependent variable. As an additional check for random assignment of priority, running
the regression of take-up on priority with the covariates used in the balance regression as controls shows that the coefficients
are very stable, which they should be if the pre-determined outcomes are indeed uncorrelated with the instrument. The
coefficients for the regression with controls are 0.5929 (p<.01), 0.1888 (p<.01), and 0.1026 (p<.01). The F-stat for the full
projected model is 59.17 for the regression using ‘1st priority.’ Columns (5) and (6) report the mean and standard deviation
of the various demographic and prior outcomes in the sample. Robust standard errors clustered at the individual level. *
= p<.1; ** = p<.05; *** = p<.01.
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4 Main results

This section reports estimates for the causal effects public housing receipt. The first section focuses on

the mean impacts, while the following section discusses results for several sub-populations of interest.

I consider short-run impacts on household income, personal labor income, employment, cumulative

subsequent moves, tax-assessed house value, and average neighborhood income.

4.1 Mean impacts

I find that the average causal impact of housing assistance is negative with a statistically significant

reduction in household income of over $2,000 per adult. Recipients of housing also end up living in

lower-valued housing in lower-income neighborhoods and are less likely to move in the future. These

results are consistent with estimates of the impact of receiving a Section 8 housing voucher (Jacob and

Ludwig, 2012). Eligibility is not periodically re-evaluated after assistance is awarded, suggesting that the

reduction in income is not driven by a desire to maintain eligibility for the current home.

Table 2 summarizes the mean impacts across all lotteries two years after receipt. The table is broken

down into four sets of results: the first shows effects on labor market outcomes, the second on housing

quality and expenditure, the third on neighborhood characteristics, and the fourth on fiscal costs such as

other public assistance receipt. The column labeled ‘Base’ reports the average outcome for applicants who

did not receive an offer.22 The column labelled ‘OLS’ reports simple OLS estimates, while the column

labeled ‘IV’ reports two-stage least squares results using the offer instrument discussed in Section 3.1.

Both the OLS and IV estimates include lottery fixed effects.

On average, public housing receipt is associated with a notable decrease in labor market outcomes.

As shown in Table 2, OLS estimates among applicants show that those who move into public housing

experience a -2,250 dollar reduction in household labor income per adult, a -1,800 dollar reduction in

individual labor income, and a four percentage point reduction in employment. Column (2) of the table

shows the estimated effect of treatment on the treated using the approach to IV estimation discussed

in Section 3. Similar to the OLS estimates, household labor income falls by 2,300 dollars per adult and

personal labor income falls by 1500 dollars. The estimated impact on employment is slightly smaller, but

statistically insignificant and statistically indistinguishable from the OLS estimate.

22All monetary results are reported in 2015 US dollars throughout this paper.
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Table 2: Effects of public housing receipt: two-year impacts.

Base OLS IV (Zij) N
(1) (2)

I. Income and employment

HH labor income 17,711 -2,279*** -2,375*** 439,381
(647.3) (871.8)

HH total income 22,834 -1,371** -1,323* 439,381
(547.2) (751.7)

HH disposable income 20,129 -1,028** -1,042* 439,381
(440.6) (615.0)

Individual labor income 17,042 -1,795*** -1,513* 467,027
(635.7) (615.0)

Individual total income 22,040 -810.1 -382.9 467,027
(542.2) (729.1)

Employment 0.58 -0.0440*** -0.0341 439,877
(0.0169) (0.0227)

II. Housing quality and rent expenditure

House value (per m2) 2,635 -105.5*** -154.5*** 463,373
(30.50) (43.32)

Monthly rent expenditure (net of subsidy) 445.8 10.70 -5.998 464,181
(13.48) (19.11)

Cum. two-year residential move rate 0.51 -0.2754*** -0.2987*** 467,027
(0.0168) (0.0239)

III. Neighborhood characteristics

NH average income 36,470 -2,913*** -3,359*** 467,027
(237.3) (361.7)

NH fraction non-western 0.24 0.0505*** 0.0533*** 467,027
(0.004) (0.0084)

Social distance 0.50 0.0404*** 0.0349*** 467,027
(0.0067) (0.0085)

Distance to city center (m) 11,752 -3,555*** -3,975*** 467,027
(483.2) (683.2)

IV. Fiscal cost

Public assistance receipt 0.23 0.0540*** 0.0367** 439,877
(0.0140) (0.182)

Fiscal externality -2,456 -1,207*** -1,160*** 467,027
(294.9) (401.0)

Lottery FE

Notes: Individual income is income from paid or self-employment before taxes and transfers, in 2015 US dollars. HH
(household) income is average labor income for adults in the household, excluding adult children. Employment is an
indicator for paid employment or self-employment being the individual’s main source of income. Social distance is the
fraction of neighborhood residents that are not of the applicant’s ethnic group. Fiscal externality is individual taxes paid
net of non-housing transfers. The ‘Base’ column reports average outcomes for those not treated. The ‘OLS’ column reports
results from a simple linear regression while the ‘IV’ column reports two-stage least squares results using the offer instrument
developed in the previous section. The ‘N’ column reports the total number of observations. Regressions include controls
for baseline outcomes and lottery fixed effects. * = p<.1; ** = p<.05; *** = p<.01. ‘Base’ is the sample mean for those
who do not receive an offer, at the time of application.
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Part II of Table 2 reports results on housing quality and rent expenditure. OLS estimates show

that, on average, those who receive housing through lotteries move into lower-value homes. IV estimates

similarly find a reduction in house value of -160 dollars per square meter, a reduction of approximately

6%. Overall, this evidence suggests that, on average, compliers who receive housing through lotteries

move into lower-quality housing suggesting that rent expenditures decrease.

Part III of Table 2 reports results on neighborhood characteristics. On average, receiving housing

through the lottery is associated with a substantial reduction in neighborhood quality and an increase in

the fraction of non-western residents in the neighborhood. IV estimates find that average neighborhood

income falls by 3,400 dollars and that the fraction of non-western residents increases by 5 percentage

points (more than a 25% increase). Consistent with the model in Section 2.2, individuals move into

lower-income neighborhoods, which may decrease their proximity to jobs and economic activity.

Part IV of Table 2 reports results on how accepting public housing affects other public assistance

receipt. On average, for public housing recipients, public assistance receipt increases by approximately

4 percentage points, with similar but somewhat larger estimates from the OLS estimates. Part IV also

reports effects on the ‘fiscal externality’ of an individual receiving public housing which I define as the

amount paid in taxes net of non-housing government transfers.23 The fiscal externality is on average

around -1,200 dollars, showing that the net transfers from the government increase, implying that, on

average, reliance on the government increases above and beyond the housing subsidy.

4.2 Heterogeneity in responses by neighborhood

On average, housing recipients end up living in poorer neighborhoods and earning less, yet this masks

substantial heterogeneity in the impacts. Specifically, receipt of housing in high-income neighborhoods

causes large and statistically significant labor market gains.

Figure 5 displays the mean impact of lotteries on household labor income, employment, and fiscal

externality, with each row representing a different outcome. Within each row, the first bar reports the IV

estimates for the average effect for individuals who receive housing through the lottery, as reported in

Table 2. The second through fourth bars report the IV estimates, but conditional on the lottery being

in a low-income neighborhood (second bar), middle-income neighborhood (third bar) or high-income

23Note, here I exclude housing transfers as these mechanically make this estimate more negative, though these would need to
be included for a cost-benefit analysis. Taking the cost of public housing into account will lead to a negative net benefit to the
government across all neighborhoods.
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neighborhood (fourth bar). All monetary amounts are in 2015 US dollars and statistical significance is

indicated by stars above the bars as explained in the Figure notes.

While the overall IV effects are negative for labor-market outcomes, the results conditional on the

average neighborhood income of the public housing units show a clear pattern. Public housing units

offered in low-income neighborhoods have much stronger negative effects on income and labor supply,

while housing units offered in high-income neighborhoods have large and statistically significant positive

effects.24 Similarly, we find that those moving to low-income neighborhoods have larger negative fiscal

externalities, while those moving to high-income neighborhoods have positive fiscal externalities, though

this estimate is not statistically significant.

These heterogenous effects are consistent with the predictions from my framework in Section 2.2. In

the model, the labor-market response will likely differ depending on whether the share of the budget

spent on housing increases or decreases. Consistent with this prediction, the bottom panel in Figure

5 shows that the average monthly rent expenditure falls for those who receive housing in low-income

neighborhoods (who earn less), while it increases for those receiving housing in high-income neighborhoods

(who earn more).

For those moving to high-income neighborhoods, the increase in household neighborhood income

is notably larger than the annual estimated increase in rent. To explain this finding in the context

of the simple model in Section 2.2, we need additional conditions such as housing and non-housing

consumption being strong complements or high-income neighborhoods lowering the fixed-costs of working

or raising labor market returns. As shown in the second panel of figure 5, individuals receiving housing in

high-income neighborhoods increase employment by almost 15 percentage points, which is also consistent

with high-income neighborhoods lowering the fixed costs or raising the returns to work.

The results in Figure 5 are only for those who chose to apply to lotteries in a given neighborhood

and then accept a housing offer, yet these results are still directly policy relevant. In particular, these

estimates correspond to a policy which marginally expanded the stock of housing up for auction in low-,

medium-, or high-income neighborhoods.

24Tables with results for additional outcomes of interest for recipients in high and low-income neighborhoods are in Appendix
Sections A.3 and A.4
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4.3 Heterogeneity in responses by applicants’ neighborhood of origin

In addition to variation in lottery impacts across different neighborhoods, the model laid out in Section

2.2 predicts that impacts may vary if we condition on the characteristics of the recipients. Conditioning

on neighborhood of origin shows that this is indeed the case.

Figure 6 shows the IV estimates on household labor income conditioning on both the average income

in the neighborhood of the lottery and the average income of the origin neighborhood of the applicant.

Each sub-figure reports results based on the average neighborhood income in which the lottery is located,

with (a) showing high-income destinations, (b) showing middle-income destinations, and (c) showing

low-income destinations. Within each sub-figure, the first bar shows the average treatment on the treated,

while the last three bars show the treatment on the treated conditional on the average income of the the

applicant’s origin neighborhood.

The figure shows that the impact for individuals starting in low or middle income neighborhoods and

receiving housing through the lottery in a high-income neighborhoods have very large positive effects

with estimated increases household and personal labor income. In contrast, for households already in

high-income neighborhoods, receiving public housing in a high-income neighborhood has a small, negative,

and statistically insignificant impact on household labor income. This suggests that the positive effects

of receiving housing in high-income neighborhoods previously shown in Figure 5 are driven by ‘upward

transitions’ from those originating in low- or middle-income neighborhoods.

The results in this section describe impacts for recipients: individuals who apply to and accept offers

in the set of lotteries under consideration. While returns are estimated to be large for applicants from

low-income neighborhoods who apply to lotteries in high-income neighborhoods, we do not know if these

returns would generalize to individuals from low-income neighborhoods who are less likely to apply.

Section 5 aims to generalize these results.
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Figure 5: Treatment on the treated, by neighborhood income of public housing unit.
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Notes: Table reports the IV estimates of the effect of receiving housing through the lottery. Each row in the figure shows
treatment on the treated for a single outcome. The left-most bars show impacts for all lotteries, while the bars to the right
of the dashed line show those impacts conditional on destination neighborhood type (high, medium, or low income). HH
labor income is average household labor income per adult applicant. Fiscal externality is defined as the total amount paid
in taxes net non-housing transfers. * = p<.1; ** = p<.05; *** = p<.01.
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Figure 6: Treatment on the treated for household income, by neighborhood income of
applicant at time of application.
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Notes: Table reports the IV results of the treatment on the treated conditional on origin- and destination neighborhood
for household labor income. Each row in the figure shows treatment on the treated for (size-adjusted) household income,
with the top row showing results for lotteries in high-income neighborhoods, the second row showing results for lotteries in
middle-income neighborhoods, and the third row showing results for lotteries in low-income neighborhoods. The left-most
bars show impacts for all lotteries in a given neighborhood type (high, medium or low income), while the bars to the right
of the dashed line show those impacts conditional on applicants’ neighborhood of origin.
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4.4 Policy relevance of findings

The estimand characterized in Corollary 3.2 describes an easily-interpretable and policy-relevant treatment

effect, while allowing for rich patterns of heterogeneity: the assumptions do not restrict variation in

impacts across potential recipients, nor do they restrict heterogeneity in treatment across lotteries. This

is both an advantage and a disadvantage: on the one hand, the estimated parameter is highly relevant for

policy decisions, as it describes expected impacts from a small expansion of the program. Moreover, by

conditioning on lotteries offered in a given neighborhood, it can be straightforwardly adapted to study

the impact of marginally expanding the number of lotteries in that neighborhood. A policy maker whose

objective is to maximize impact by choosing neighborhoods in which to offer housing requires only this

information to make his decisions (possibly adjusting for neighborhood-specific costs of providing housing).

On the other hand, we may be interested to learn more about the drivers of the patterns of heterogeneity

documented in the previous section. In particular, we may be interested to learn whether these patterns

arise from differences in treatment, versus differences in the individuals receiving treatment. This is

particularly important if policy makers wish to target policies based on observable characteristics of

individuals.

If application decisions are entirely driven by observable characteristics of applicants, then a reweighting

exercise can provide treatment effect estimates that describe impacts of housing in a given neighborhood

for a specified composition of applicants.25 Figure 7 compares the IV estimates with reweighting estimates

of the average treatment effect that assumes no sorting on unobservables.26 Each set of bars compares

the IV estimate and the average treatment effect estimated on observables for a given outcome. Overall,

the figure shows that the IV estimates and the reweighting estimates are qualitatively similar. However,

this adjustment does not account for applicants sorting into lotteries based on unobservable factors. To

account for this source of heterogeneity, the next section introduces a model of application behavior and

uses that model to correct for selection on unobservables.

25Assuming the composition is made up of types who apply to housing in that neighborhood with positive probability.
26See Table 3 in the next section for comparisons conditional on destination or origin neighborhood.
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Figure 7: Comparing IV and ATE based on observables.
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Notes: Figure compares IV estimates of the average treatment on the treated across all lotteries and es-
timated average treatment effects assuming no selection on unobservables. Specifically, the estimated av-
erage treatment effects are generated by estimating by a flexible regression of outcomes on treatment sta-
tus, observable characteristics, and their interactions. Using this regression, I estimate ATE (observables) =∫ ∫

Ŷi,j(1) − Ŷi,j(0)dF (W )dG(X) where F (W ) is the full distribution of housing characteristics and G(X) is
the population distribution of observables among all participants. This provides an estimate of the average
treatment effect among all applicants that is sometimes called ‘regression adjustment’ in the literature and is
equivalent to parametric matching on observables.

5 Understanding heterogeneous responses

This section first develops a model of participation, application, and acceptance decisions to characterize

ex-ante search behavior and selection into lotteries that can be utilized to extract latent heterogeneity

from the choice history of applicants. I then use the estimated model to correct for selection into lotteries,

and describe the resulting average treatment effect estimates.

5.1 Choice model

The application and acceptance behavior of potential recipients is modelled as a three-stage decision

problem that repeats itself in each application period. At the start of every period, applicants decide

whether or not to participate. Conditional on participation, individuals apply to up to two lotteries.

Finally, in the event that they receive a lottery offer, they decide whether to accept or reject the housing

being offered to them. The process is illustrated in Figure 8. To define notation, let i ∈ {1, ..., N} index

applicants, t ∈ {1, ..., T} index application periods, and j ∈ Jt = {1, ..., Jt} index the housing units up for

lottery in period t. Let Wjt be a vector of characteristics of house j in period t and let Wt stack the Wjt
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and Xit be a vector of characteristics of individual i in period t. Let Mijt be a vector of instruments for

participation and application decisions that affect the probability individual i applies to a given house j

in period t, but that are uncorrelated with i’s potential outcomes, and let Mit stack the Mijt. Finally let

θi be persistent unobserved heterogeneity of individual i which has distribution Gθ in the population of

applicants.

Figure 8: Sequence of events in the choice model.
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Notes: Figure represents the within-period decisions and timing of information as individuals make participation, application,
and acceptance decisions.

Participation decision. Each period t, an individual must decide if it is worth learning about and

applying to lotteries. I model this decision as an index crossing model where individuals choose to

participate if

fP (Wt, Xit,Mit, θi) + εPit > 0.

εPit may be interpreted as an ‘awareness shock’ – an idiosyncratic factor determining whether or not the

individual searches for housing on the platform in that period.

When modeling this as a logistic regression, the likelihood contribution of individual i in period t is

given by:

LPit(Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;γ) =

(
exp(fP (Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;γ))

1 + exp(fP (Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;γ))

)Pit ( 1

1 + exp(fP (Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;γ))

)(1−Pit)

,

with Pit being an indicator for participation.
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Application decision. If an individual participates in a given period, he is allowed to submit

applications for up to two housing units and their associated lotteries. Let the expected benefit of applying

to lottery j in period t be given by:

bijt = πjtf
C(Wjt, Xit,Mijt, θi) + εCijt

where πjt is the probability of receiving an offer for house j at time t if the individual applies. Let

Bit = {bi1t, .., biJtt} be the set of expected benefits.

I assume that εCijt are i.i.d. across individuals and choices. This assumption simplifies the portfolio

choice problem as individuals will choose to apply to the two choices with the highest expected benefit

bijt. Suppose an individual chooses to apply to j′ and j′′. Since we do not observe how they would rank

j′ and j′′, we know that:

bij′t > bijt ∀j ∈ Jt \ {j′, j′′}

and

bij′′t > bijt ∀j ∈ Jt \ {j′, j′′}

Note that the two inequalities above provide the same information as data generated in a situation

where an individual faces two multinomial choice problems, one in which they choose j′ from Jt \ j′′ and

another in which they choose j′′ from Jt \ j′ and, under the assumptions made above, the likelihood

contributions will be equivalent. If the error terms are assumed to be type-1 extreme value (Gumbel)

distributed, then the contribution of individual i to the period t likelihood is equivalent to two multinomial

logistic regressions each with Jt − 1 choices. This simplifies the estimation, yet two challenges persist.

First, the choice sets shaping these two multinomial logistic regressions will differ depending on which two

lotteries the individual applies to. Second, the housing units that are available differ across application

periods. To address this, I use a hedonic model of house value, where each house is characterized fully

by its characteristics Wjt, there is no house-specific intercept and individual characteristics {Xit, θi}

only enter the application likelihood by allowing the value of observable housing characteristics to vary

by individuals’ characteristics.27 Multinomial logits with these restrictions are commonly referred to

27In particular, this means that individuals can still select into housing based on their unobserved characteristics, but rules
out selection on unobserved characteristics of the house.
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‘conditional logits”. Conditional logits have the property that the set of choices does not need to be the

same over time or across individuals.

Thus, individual i’s likelihood contribution in period t is:

LCit(Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;β) =
∏

j∈{J \j′′}

1{j = j′} exp(πjtf
C(Wjt, Xit,Mijt, θi;β))∑

k∈{J \j′′} exp(πktfC(Wkt, Xit,Mikt, θi;β))
×

∏
j∈{J \j′}

1{j = j′′} exp(πjtf
C(Wjt, Xit,Mijt, θi;β))∑

k∈{J \j′} exp(πktfC(Wkt, Xit,Mikt, θi;β))

where this likelihood is set to 1 if the individual does not participate in the lottery.

Acceptance decision. Suppose individual i wins lottery j in period t. I model their acceptance

decision as an index crossing model where the person accepts if:

fA(Wjt, Xit,Mijt, θi) + εAit > 0.

This assumption produces the likelihood contribution for the acceptance decision:

LAit(Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;α) =

(
exp(fA(Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;α))

1 + exp(fP (Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;α))

)Ait ( 1

1 + exp(fP (Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;α))

)(1−Ait)

where this likelihood is set to 1 if an individual does not win a lottery.

5.2 Estimation

The model is estimated via maximum likelihood. The total likelihood can be written as:

∫ ∏
i∈N

∏
t∈T

LAit(Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;α)LCit(Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;β)LPit(Wt, Xit,Mit, θi;γ)dFθ

where the interdependence between choices within period and choices over time is captured through

θ and πjt can be estimated non-parametrically from the data. I assume that θ can take on one of M

unique values, where a discrete distribution such as this can approximate any distribution of unobserved

heterogeneity given a sufficient number of values M .

I estimate the model using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, which uses an iterative

procedure to integrate out θ as described in Arcidiacono and Jones (2003) and Train (2008). In the EM
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algorithm, the likelihoods for the participation, application, and acceptance decisions are log separable

conditional on the estimated posterior probabilities of θi which further simplifies estimation.

5.3 Identification

The key identifying assumption is that weekly participation decisions, application decisions, and acceptance

decisions are conditionally independent when conditioning on the sets of observable Wjt and Xit as well as

the unobserved latent heterogeneity θi. These assumptions are similar to those used in Arcidiacono and

Jones (2003) and Arcidiacono and Miller (2011). As discussed in Kasahara and Shimotsu (2009) access to

many choices per agent, combined with the fact that factors have different loadings in the participation,

application, and acceptance decisions, allows for the factor shares and loadings to be non-parametrically

identified.

While not strictly necessary for identification, the institutional setting also offers exogenous variation

in the probability that a given applicant applies to a given lottery. As discussed in the next subsection,

choice sets vary randomly across application period, with approximately 12 houses being offered each

week, and with substantial variation in where those houses are located across weeks. The exogenous

nature of the choice set combined with the relative distance to the houses from an individual’s current

residence provides an additional source of exogenous variation in application decisions. This source of

variation provides additional variation in application and acceptance decisions. Given sufficient variation

in these instruments, identification can alternatively be established without conditional independence

assumptions as in Heckman and Navarro (2007).

5.4 Variation in differential distance as an instrument for application

Each week approximately 12 houses are offered through the lottery mechanism. The set of offered housing

varies in its characteristics and location, and the set of units that are offered each week is plausibly

exogenous. This natural variation in the choice set means that some weeks people will choose to apply to

housing in better or worse neighborhoods based on what is offered. Individuals are also more likely to

apply to housing that is closer to their current residence – a result that may be driven by information

about neighborhoods closer to current residence, or a lower cost of visiting the location of the house being

offered. As a result, an individual may be more likely to apply to a house in a specific neighborhood
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with a given set of characteristics based on its relative distance from other units offered that week. This

suggests that a natural source of exogenous variation in the probability of applying to a given house is its

relative distance to current residence compared to the other offerings that week. For individual i and

lottery j in week t, I define differential distance Mi,j,t as the distance from current residence to house j

minus the leave-j-out average distance from current residence, i.e. Mi,j,t = di,j,t − d̄i,−j,t.

Table 8 evaluates the relevance of differential distance as a source of exogenous variation in application

choice. A concern that is sometimes raised about instruments based on distance is that they may

violate the exclusion restriction, because individuals with a strong preference for housing in high-income

neighborhoods may already be living near such neighborhoods. The use of differential distance helps

mitigates this concern by considering the difference in distance between a given unit and all other units

offered this week. Moreover, the exogeneity of the composition of the choice set each week further helps

mitigate this concern.28 While I use differential distance, results are similar when considering relative

differential distance (
di,j,t
d̄i,−j,t

) Table 8 shows the reduced-form first stage of whether individual i chooses

to apply to lottery j in week t (i.e. Ci,j,t = 1) regressed on differential distance and the standard set of

covariates and lottery fixed effects. Differential distance is strongly statistically significant and shows

that an applicant is 1.2 percentage points less likely to apply to a lottery for every kilometer increase in

differential distance Mi,j,t.

5.5 Results from the choice model

This section reports results from the choice model. First I discuss the role of latent heterogeneity (θ) in

the participation, application, and acceptance decisions. Second, I compare the average treatment effects

estimated using the choice model to the IV and OLS estimates. Third, I use the choice model to estimate

several relevant treatment effects.

Figure 9 documents the role of the latent heterogeneity in choice behaviors. The model estimates

three types, with the first type accounting for 25%, the second type accounting for 57%, and the third

type accounting for 19%. Choice behavior is found to vary substantially based on latent type. Type

2 individuals participate only in 7% of application periods, while types 1 and 3 participate more than

30% of the time. Among the frequently-participating types, type 1 is less likely to apply to housing in

28For example, differential distance to schools may not be exogenous if agents strategically choose where to live, but such
strategic behavior is not possible when the set of houses offered each week varies in their location.
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high-income neighborhoods, while type 3 is more likely to apply to those lotteries. Overall, behaviors

differ substantially based on the identified latent heterogeneity suggesting it may play an important role

in explaining the benefits of housing.

Figure 9: Characterizing the latent types.
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Notes: This figure shows selected results based on the estimated choice model. The left-most cluster of bars shows the
estimated shares of each latent type within the population of participants. The other clusters show types’ participation
probability and probabilities of applying to high- and low-income neighborhoods, conditional on participating. A more
detailed description of the latent types is available in Table 9 in Appendix A.6.

Next, I use the choice model to directly estimate the average treatment effect. Table 3 compares

the OLS and TOT (offer) estimates of the treatment on the treated from Section 4. The three column

groups break down results by ‘all applicants’ applicants from a ‘low income origin’ neighborhood and

applicants from a ‘high income origin’ neighborhood. The three subsections break down the results for all

lotteries, lotteries in high-income neighborhoods, and lotteries in low-income neighborhoods. Overall, I

find that the ATE estimates produced from the model are very similar to the Treatment-on-the-treated

estimates produced by the offer IV regression. These results provide additional evidence that largely

positive IV results for high income destination neighborhoods (and largely negative IV results for low

income destination neighborhoods) are largely due to differences in returns and not due to selection.

Table 4 calculates various treatment effects using the choice model. Specifically, the table reports the

ATE, ATE for those from low-income neighborhoods, and ATE for those from high-income neighborhoods

as in Table 3. Furthermore, the table includes the treatment on the treated (TT), treatment on the

untreated (TUT), the ATE of offering a house to a random participant, and the ATE conditional on

latent type θ. I find that for lotteries in high-income neighborhoods, the TT tends to be smaller than the

TUT which suggests that housing in high-income neighborhoods would increase labor market outcomes of
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those in low-income neighborhoods and that the IV results were not driven by selection.

6 Conclusion

This paper analyzes the effect of Europe’s largest public housing program on households’ socio-economic

outcomes, including labor market outcomes, neighborhood and housing quality, and public assistance

receipt. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first paper to study such a large scale program while

addressing confounding due to self-selection. Moreover, I am able to use random variation in the quality

and location of housing units to analyze how quality of housing assistance may mediate the efficacy of the

program.

The first part of the paper exploits lotteries embedded in the Amsterdam centralized housing allocation

mechanism to identify and estimate the effect of moving into public housing on those who receive assistance.

Consistent with the past literature, I find that, on average, receiving public housing is associated with

lower earnings, reduced labor supply, and increased public assistance. Yet I find that there is substantial

heterogeneity in returns depending on the neighborhood in which housing is offered, with large positive

labor market effects for those who receive housing in high-income neighborhoods, and large negative

effects for those who receive housing in low-income neighborhoods. Moreover, I find that positive effects

to lotteries in high-income neighborhoods are driven by ‘upward’ moves by individuals previously living

in low- or middle-income neighborhoods.

The results from the first part of the paper only describe treatment-on-the treated parameters that

are conditional on applying to and accepting an offer from a lottery. Thus, they are not sufficient to

determine whether the heterogeneous labor market responses across neighborhoods would generalize to

the larger population of applicants to any of the lotteries. The second part of the paper uses a choice

model to characterize individuals’ application decisions and to recover the distribution of heterogeneity

driving selection into and returns from lotteries. Using the model, I am then able to estimate average

treatment effects by the type of house being offered and by sub-population. Specifically, I leverage

panel data on individuals’ lottery choices combined with variation in the available lotteries to evaluate

whether individuals’ select into lotteries based on their potential labor market gains. While I find that

latent heterogeneity plays an important role in application behavior and earnings, there is little evidence

of selection on gains. Average treatment effects are very similar to the lottery-specific estimates for
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those who apply from the first part of the paper. This implies that, on average, housing in high-income

neighborhoods would improve the labor market outcomes of poorer individuals. Moreover, the model

suggests that individuals unlikely to apply to lotteries in high-income neighborhoods would be likely to

accept housing in high-income neighborhoods, if offered.

Across methodologies, my results suggest that policies providing access to higher quality neighborhoods

would generate positive labor-market outcomes. For Amsterdam, a policy that targets high-quality housing

to high-return individuals could result in earnings gains and potentially reduce public assistance receipt.

More broadly, my findings suggest that policies promoting access to public housing could increase labor

force participation for the poor, a finding that contrasts with the general consensus on how public housing

affects labor supply.
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Table 3: Comparing treatment effects.

All applicants Low income orig. High income orig.

Base OLS IV ATE OLS IV ATE OLS IV ATE

I. All destination neighborhoods

HH labor income 17,671 -2,252*** -2,320*** -2,656 -2,829** -2,150 -1,453 -2,831** -4,006*** -1,695
(651.3) (878.1) (1,382) (1,478) (1,345) (1,446)

Individual labor income 17,000 -1,771*** -1,463* -2,337 -1,852 -1,181 -1,354 -2,126 -3,522** -980
(641.9) (850.0) (1,365) (1,455) (1,380) (1,476)

Employment 0.58 -0.0440*** -0.0412 -0.042 -0.028 -0.018 0.0284 -0.084** -0.087** 0.0514
(0.0171) (0.0227) (0.0336) (0.0369) (0.0361) (0.0395)

II. Low income destination NHs

HH labor income 17,489 -4,437*** -4,127*** -3,874 -7,465*** -6,687*** -4,269 -4,423** -6,256*** -867.5
(1,145) (1,431) (2,227) (2,334) (2,169) (2,377)

Individual labor income 16,847 -3,588*** -3,223** -2,858 -5,548** -4,867** -3,321 -2,788 -5,014* 1,332
(1,116) (1,462) (2,337) (2,424) (2,452) (2,671)

Employment 0.581 -0.091*** -0.099*** -0.0743 -0.094* -0.055 -0.0660 -0.157*** -0.135** -0.0733
(0.0287) (0.0371) (0.0520) (0.0552) (0.0590) (0.0656)

III. High income destination NHs

HH labor income 18,827 4,770** 5,318* 3,212 10,840*** 14,880*** 7,765 -2,334 -2,074 -3,383
(2,139) (2,842) (3,810) (5,426) (3,476) (3,595)

Individual labor income 18,249 4,431** 4,363* 2,854 8,745*** 12,980*** 6,904 -1,749 -2,086 -3,656
(2,049) (2,637) (3,201) (4,980) (3,339) (3,381)

Employment 0.6135 0.1104** 0.1234** 0.1424 0.332*** 0.364*** 0.2874 -0.060 -0.021 -0.0124
(0.046) (0.059) (0.0540) (0.0839) (0.0889) (0.0951)

Lottery FE

Notes: Figure reports the OLS estimates, treatment on the treated estimates (based on the IV approach described in Section 3), and the average
treatment effect (based on the decision model) for various labor market outcomes. The ‘All applicants’ columns include the full population of applicants.
The ‘Low income orig.’ columns include those originating in low-income neighborhoods. The ‘High income orig.’ columns include those originating in
high-income neighborhoods. The first sub-table considers lotteries in all destination neighborhoods while the second sub-table shows results only for
lotteries in high-income neighborhoods and the third sub-table shows results only for lotteries in low-income neighborhoods. IV and OLS specifications
control for the lagged outcome and lottery fixed effects. * = p<.1; ** = p<.05; *** = p<.01. ‘Base’ is the sample mean for those who do not receive
an offer, at the time of application.
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Table 4: Treatment effects from the choice model.
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I. All destination neighborhoods

HH labor income -2,656 -1,453 -1,695 -2,639 -2,656 -1,426 -9769 -3,615 -3,885 -2,736

Indiv. labor income -2,337 -1,354 -980 -2,375 -2,337 -1,255 -705.4 -3,362 -3,042 -2,469

Employment -0.0420 0.0284 0.0514 -0.041 -0.041 -0.022 0.000 -0.070 -0.056 -.041

II. Low income destination NHs

HH labor income -3,874 -4,269 -867.5 -3,953 -3,874 -2,017 -2,631 -5,889 -3,132 -4,391

Indiv. labor income -2,858 -3,321 1,332 -1,719 -5,227 -1,638 -1,453 -2,858 -3,126 -3,521

Employment -0.0743 -0.0660 -0.0733 -0.080 -0.074 -0.039 -0.024 -0.137 -0.064 -0.074

III. High income destination NHs

HH labor income 3,212 7,765 -3,383 3,172 3,212 1,671 11,930 5,501 -8,359 4,236

Indiv. labor income 2,854 6,904 -3,656 2,721 2,854 1,459 1,185 4,123 -7,130 3,704

Employment 0.1424 0.2874 -0.0124 0.109 0.142 0.080 0.278 0.107 0.037 0.142

Notes: All numbers are based on estimates from the choice model. ‘ATE’ is the estimated average treatment effect weighting all participants and
lotteries equally. ‘ATE (low orig)’ is similar to ‘ATE’, but only considers applicants originating from low-income neighborhoods, while ‘ATE (high orig)’
only considers applicants originating in high-income neighborhoods. ‘TT’ is Treatment on the Treated and is the estimated average treatment effects
conditional on appling, while ‘TUT’ is the estimated average treatment effect conditional on not applying. ‘ATE (offer)’ is the average treatment effect
of offering the unit, but not requiring the individual to accept the offer. ‘ATE (θ = j)’ corresponds to the ATE conditional on the most likely posterior
unobserved typ of the individual being j. ‘ATE (observed)’ is the estimated average treatment effect not accounting for the latent heterogeneity θ.
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A Tables and figures

A.1 Online platform

Figure 10: Online platform interface.

Notes: This figure shows a screenshot of the online platform’s search interface. Each listing shows the address of the housing
unit, the rental price, an indication of the probability of successfully applying (‘Mijn slaagkans’, bottom left), time left in
this application period (three days and six hours), and the number of applications currently received (410). Clicking on
‘Meer informatie’ (more information) leads to a page with additional details on the housing unit, an example of which is
shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Details for a listing on the online platform.

Notes: These figures show an example listing on the online platform. Details provided in the listing include address, size
of the unit, number of rooms, date it will become available, monthly rent price, year of construction, floor, type of heating
system, and a downloadable floor plan.

A.2 Substitution patterns

Table 5: Substitution patterns.

All lotteries Low-inc. NH Middle-inc. NH High-inc. NH

Fraction receiving wait list housing 2013-2014 7% 7% 8% 7%
Fraction receiving wait list housing 2015-2016 6% 6% 6% 6%
Fraction receiving lottery housing 2013-2014 4% 4% 4% 3%
Fraction receiving lottery housing 2015-2016 4% 4% 3% 3%

Notes: Table entries are averages across lotteries for individuals in the analysis sample.
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A.3 Effects for high-income neighborhoods

Table 6: Effects of public housing receipt: two-year impacts
(high-income destination neighborhoods).

Base OLS IV (Zij) N
(1) (2)

I. Income and employment

HH labor income 18,827 4,770** 5,318* 55,623
(2,132) (2,829)

HH total income 23,168 3,947** 5,026** 55,623
(1,942) (2,564)

HH disposable income 20,312 3,235** 4,375** 55,623
(1,642) (2,214)

Individual labor income 18,250 4,431** 4,363* 58,579
(2,043) (2,624)

Individual total income 22,454 3,628* 4,179* 58,579
(1,862) (2,361)

Employment 0.6135 0.1104** 0.1234** 55,677
(0.046) (0.059)

II. Housing quality and rent expenditure

House value (per m2) 2,869 635.1*** 734.4*** 57,914
(129.5) (165.9)

Monthly rent expenditure (net of subsidy) 444.6 107** 52.9 58,238
(49.26) (67.7)

Cum. two-year residential move rate 0.502 -0.243*** -0.247*** 58,579
(0.0558) (0.0736)

III. Neighborhood characteristics

NH average income 38,564 5,181*** 6,583*** 58,579
(747.9) (1,329)

NH fraction non-western 0.212 -0.094*** -0.0998*** 58,579
(0.0129) (0.01864)

Social distance 0.430 0.002 -0.015 55,348
(0.0203) (0.0243)

Distance to city center (m) 11,811 -4,431*** -5,407*** 58,579
(638.7) (1,627)

IV. Fiscal cost

Public assistance receipt 0.184 -0.037 -0.030 55,677
(0.0307) (0.0413)

Fiscal externality -1,476 1,284 702.0 58,579
(789.3) (1090)

Lottery FE

Notes: Individual income is income from paid or self-employment before taxes and transfers, in 2015 US dollars. HH
(household) income is average labor income for adults in the household, excluding adult children. Employment is an
indicator for paid employment or self-employment being the individual’s main source of income. Social distance is the
fraction of neighborhood residents that are not of the applicant’s ethnic group. Fiscal externality is individual taxes paid
net of non-housing transfers. ‘Base’ is the sample mean for those who do not receive an offer, at the time of application.
Regressions include controls for baseline outcomes. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level. * = p<.1; ** =
p<.05; *** = p<.01.
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A.4 Effects for low-income neighborhoods

Table 7: Effects of public housing receipt: two-year impacts
(low-income destination neighborhoods).

Base OLS IV (Zij) N
(1) (2)

I. Income and employment

HH labor income 17,489 -4,437*** -4,127*** 153,224
(1,139) (1,427)

HH total income 22,790 -2,976*** -2,685** 153,224
(957.3) (1240)

HH disposable income 20,120 -2,307*** -2,219** 153,224
(772.4) (1017)

Individual labor income 16,847 -3,588*** -3,223** 163,930
(1,166) (1,462)

Individual total income 22,030 -2,167** -1,666 163,930
(990.9) (1,265)

Employment 0.581 -0.091*** -0.099*** 153,440
(0.0287) (0.0371)

II. Housing quality and rent expenditure

House value (per m2) 2,597.8 -355.3*** -418.3*** 162,960
(36.89) (58.94)

Monthly rent expenditure (net of subsidy) 455.35 -34.63* -54.64* 162,909
(20.08) (29.57)

Cum. two-year residential move rate 0.52 -0.2639*** -0.3320*** 163,930
(0.0274) (0.0392)

III. Neighborhood characteristics

NH average income 35,905 -5,822*** -6,039*** 163,930
(320.2) (544.4)

NH fraction non-western 0.263 0.1654*** 0.1544*** 163,930
(0.0104) (0.0133)

Social distance 0.540 0.0647*** 0.0580*** 152,461
(0.0128) (0.0151)

Distance to city center (m) 11,405 -4,397*** -4,235*** 163,930
(685.0) (990.7)

IV. Fiscal cost

Public assistance receipt 0.248 0.0893*** 0.0659** 153,440
(0.0251) (0.039)

Fiscal externality -2,664 -1,771*** -1,571** 163,930
(498.4) (645.6)

Lottery FE

Notes: Individual income is income from paid or self-employment before taxes and transfers, in 2015 US dollars. HH
(household) income is average labor income for adults in the household, excluding adult children. Employment is an
indicator for paid employment or self-employment being the individual’s main source of income. Social distance is the
fraction of neighborhood residents that are not of the applicant’s ethnic group. Fiscal externality is individual taxes paid
net of non-housing transfers. Regressions include controls for baseline outcomes. * = p<.1; ** = p<.05; *** = p<.01. ‘Base’
is the sample mean for those who do not receive an offer, at the time of application.
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A.5 Validity of the differential distance instrument

Table 8: Testing the relevance of Mijt.

Cijt

-0.0117***
(0.0000)

F-stat for joint test 248,200

Application period FE

N 6,456,905

Notes: This table provides evidence on the relevance of the differential distance instrument. Mijt is the relative distance of
lottery j form individual i given the other lotteries in week t. Cijt is an indicator of if individual i chose to apply to lottery
j in week t. The table shows the application decision regressed on residual distance, controlling for the full set of covariates.
The regression includes application-period fixed effects. Running the regression of Cijt on Mijt with the individual and
housing specific covariates produces almost identical results andshows that the coefficient is stable. The coefficient for the
regression with controls is -0.0117 (p<.01). The F-stat for the full projected model is 16,150. * = p<.1; ** = p<.05; *** =
p<.01.
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A.6 Descriptive details on latent types

Table 9: Description of latent heterogeneity.

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

Type shares: 0.245 0.566 0.189

Probabilities by type:
Participation probability 0.175 0.071 0.204

Application probability (low income dest NH) 0.373 0.349 0.338
Application probability (middle income dest NH) 0.525 0.530 0.501
Application probability (high income dest NH) 0.102 0.121 0.161

Acceptance probability (low income dest NH) 0.514 0.523 0.515
Acceptance probability (middle income dest NH) 0.527 0.543 0.566
Acceptance probability (high income dest NH) 0.568 0.606 0.623

Notes: Top sub-table reports the shares of each type in the population of applicants. The bottom sub-table reports various
probabilities conditional on type. Note that application probabilities are conditional on participating and acceptance
probabilities are conditional on being made an offer.
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B Proofs and derivations

B.1 Derivation of expression for Wald estimator

We would like to show that ∆̂j,Nj in equation (3) equals the within-lottery Wald estimator.

Observe first that the Wald estimator is

1
Oj

∑Nj

i=1 YijZij −
1

Nj−Oj

∑Nj

i=1 Yij(1− Zij)
1
Oj

∑Nj

i=1DijZij − 1
Nj−Oj

∑Nj

i=1Dij(1− Zij)
.

The denominator in this expression equals 1
Oj

. This follows from the fact that Dij is zero for individuals

with Zij = 0, and from the fact that, under Assumptions 3.3 and 3.2, exactly one individual receives

treatment, and therefore
∑Nj

i=1DijZij = 1.

Hence, as desired, the Wald estimator equals:

Nj∑
i=1

YijZij − Oj

Nj−Oj

Nj∑
i=1

Yij (1− Zij) .

B.2 Proof of Proposition 3.1

We would like to show:

lim
Nj→∞

E
[
∆̂j,Nj

]
= ∆j .

Here, the expectation is taken over the joint distribution of the sampling process and Pj. It is straightfor-

ward to derive

∆̂j,Nj =

Nj∑
i=1

(Yij(1)− Yij(0))ZijDij(1) +

Nj∑
i=1

Yij(0)Zij (1−Dij(1)) +

Nj∑
i=1

Yij(0)ZijDij(1)

− Oj

Nj−Oj

Nj∑
i=1

Yij(0) (1−Dij(1)) (1− Zij)− Oj

Nj−Oj

Nj∑
i=1

Yij(0)Dij(1) (1− Zij) . (4)
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Under Assumption 3.1,

E [Zij |Oj , Cj , Nj , Dij(1)] =


1
Cj

if Dij(1) = 1

Oj−1
Nj−Cj

if Dij(1) = 0

.

Using this fact and the law of iterated expectations, equation (4) implies

E
[
∆̂j,Nj

]
= E

 1
Cj

Nj∑
i=1

(Yij(1)− Yij(0))Dij(1)

+Bj,Nj , (5)

where

Bj,Nj := E
[(

Oj(Cj−1)
Nj−Oj

− 1
)
ỸN (0) +

(
1− Oj(Cj−1)

Nj−Oj

)
ỸC(0)

]
,

ỸN (0) = 1
Nj−Cj

Nj∑
i=1

Yij(0)(1−Dij(1)) and ỸC(0) = 1
Cj

Nj∑
i=1

Yij(0)Dij(1).

Observe that

E

 1
Cj

Nj∑
i=1

(Yij(1)− Yij(0))Dij(1)

 = ∆j .

It remains to show that Bj,Nj → 0 as Nj →∞. Assuming second moments for potential outcomes are

bounded, ỸC(0) and ỸN (0) are Op(1). Furthermore, ỸC(0) and ỸN (0) are mean-independent of Oj , Cj ,

and Nj . It will therefore suffice to show that E
[
1− Oj(Cj−1)

Nj−Oj

]
→ 0. To see this, observe that

1− Oj(Cj−1)
Nj−Oj

=
Nj−OjCj

Nj−Oj
=

1−Oj(Cj/Nj)
1−Oj/Nj

.

Using Assumption 3.2 and the fact that Oj ∈ {1, 2, .., Nj − Cj},

1−Ojρj ≤ 1−Ojρj
1−Oj/Nj

≤ 1−Ojρj
Cj/Nj

.

It can be shown that Oj
d−→ geom(ρj).

29 Hence E [Oj ]→ 1
ρj

, and the expectations of both the upper and

the lower bound approach zero as Nj →∞, forcing E
[
1− Oj(Cj−1)

Nj−Oj

]
→ 0, as required.

29Oj has the same distribution as a random variable X + 1 where X follows a negative hypergeometric distribution with

parameters Nj , Nj−Cj , and 1. X+1 has expectation
Nj+1
Cj+1 , and approaches a geometric random variable as Nj →∞. Intuitively,

for large pools of applicants the offer process that relies on permutations comes to approximate random sampling with replacement.
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These bounds also suggest which term governs the speed with which the bias term approaches zero:

this will be determined mainly by how fast the expectation of Oj approaches 1
ρj

, which in turn will depend

on the size of ρj (intuitively, if ρj is closer to one, the size of the applicant pool will seize to matter

sooner).

B.3 Derivation for Corollary 3.2

We would like to show

lim
N→∞

E
[
β̂N

]
= 1

J

J∑
j=1

∆j .

The 2SLS estimator is:30

β̂N =

∑J
j=1Oj

(
1− Oj

Nj

) [
Ȳj,Z=1 − Ȳj,Z=0

]
∑J

j=1Oj

(
1− Oj

Nj

) [
D̄j,Z=1 − D̄j,Z=0

]
Note that D̄j,Z=0 = 0 due to Assumption 3.3. Also, since offers are given until one person accepts,

D̄j,Z=1 = 1
Oj

. Therefore:

β̂N =

∑J
j=1Oj

(
1− Oj

Nj

) [
Ȳj,Z=1 − Ȳj,Z=0

]
∑J

j=1

(
1− Oj

Nj

)
= 1

J

J∑
j=1

∆̂j,Nj

1− 1
J

J∑
j=1

Oj

Nj

−1

− 1
J

J∑
j=1

O2
j

Nj

[
Ȳj,Z=1 − Ȳj,Z=0

] 1− 1
J

J∑
j=1

Oj

Nj

−1

.

It would be sufficient to show that
O2

j

Nj
= op(1) for each j. Recall that Oj

d−→ geom(ρj). It can be shown

that the second moment of the geom(ρj) distribution is
2−ρj
ρ2j

, and by assumption 3.2, this is a constant

∈ (0, 1). Thus, as Nj →∞,
O2

j

Nj
= op(1).

30See Frölich (2007) or de Chaisemartin and Behaghel (2017).
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C Data collection and sample construction

C.1 Data sources

The analysis in this paper combines several confidential and public data sets originating from two

institutional sources.

1. Statistics Netherlands. Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (CBS) is the independent national

statistical agency of the Netherlands. It is responsible for the collection, processing and publishing

of official statistics that are used by national and local governments, researchers, the private

sector, and the general public. It makes aggregated data available for public use on its website:

http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/ (available in English), cited in this paper as CBS Statline.

Under strict agreements, Statistics Netherlands allows academic researchers to work with the

confidential micro data sets that underlie its aggregate statistics.

2. Amsterdam housing associations. Platform Woningcorporaties Noordvleugel Randstad is an um-

brella organization representing all public housing associations in the Amsterdam metropolitan area.

The data is collected by the organization that implements the allocation of housing units on their

online platform (WoningNet).

C.2 Data linkage and sample construction

This paper considers housing lotteries conducted in 2013 and 2014. The data set contains information

on all allocated units and the universe of applicants to any of the lotteries. I also use information on

housing lotteries conducted in 2015 and 2016 to study whether applicants who do not receive housing

assistance in a given lottery still obtain it in the future, but these lotteries are not included in the main

analysis. Statistics Netherlands implemented the de-identification and linking of the different data sets

used. Lottery applicants were linked based on date of birth, gender, and address. Housing units were

linked based on address. The rate of successful linkage to administrative data for individuals applying to

lotteries in 2013-2014 is 96.4%; for housing units allocated through lotteries in that period it is 99.4%.

Individuals or housing units are dropped from the analysis sample if the linkage failed.
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Table 10: Variables included in each data set.

Amsterdam Statistics Netherlands

Public Confidential
Household characteristics

Residential location ◦
Household size ◦
Income ◦
Wealth

Parental wealth

Rent subsidy received

Public assistance received

Demographics
Unit characteristics

Surface area

Number of rooms

Year of construction

Location (block)

Type of heating system

Tax-assessed value

Rent price
Neighborhood characteristics

Population density

Avg. tax-assessed value

Avg. income

Avg. education level

Avg. family size
Choice data

Applications to public housing

Date of enrollment

Date of exit

Date of move into public housing
Local housing and labor markets

Local private rental rate

Local house prices

Local wages

Notes: This table summarizes the contents of the data sets used in the analysis. Checkmarks ( ) indicate the variable is
available. ◦ means self-reported.
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